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jaxx
The Jaxx collection consists of solid steel floor lamps and 

provides a beautiful indirect light. The “quirky eye” in the 

front immediately attracts your attention. The relax version 

is suitable as a seating object. Enjoy luxurious outdoor living 

with this timeless design. Jaxx is designed by Jacco Maris in 

cooperation with designer Wesly Boom.
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JX.60.FL.BL & JX.110.FL.BL & 
JX.RELAX.FL.BL
jaxx floor lamp outdoor 60cm, 
110cm & relax black
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JX.RELAX.FL.BL 
jaxx relax floor lamp outdoor black 
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JX.110.FL.SA 
jaxx floor lamp outdoor 110cm sand 
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JX.110.FL.BL 
jaxx floor lamp outdoor 110cm black
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jaxx
floor lamp outdoor

28cm 16cm 16cm

50cm

60cm

110cm

Order code JX.RELAX.FL.*

Dimensions wxdxh 28x28x50cm 

Standard cable length 500cm

Light source          included

 1 x LED warm white bulb  

 7W / 240V / 2700K / 806 lm

Lampholder E27

Net. weight  15kg

Order code JX.60.FL.*

Dimensions wxdxh 16x16x60cm 

Standard cable length 500cm

Light source          included

 1 x LED warm white bulb  

 7W / 240V / 2700K / 806 lm

Lampholder E27

Net. weight  8kg

Order code JX.110.FL.*

Dimensions wxdxh 16x16x110cm 

Standard cable length 500cm

Light source          included

 1 x LED warm white bulb  

 7W / 240V / 2700K / 806 lm

Lampholder E27

Net. weight  14kg

 

 

JX.60.FL.BL & JX.110.FL.BL & JX.RELAX.FL.BL 

jaxx floor lamp 60cm, 110cm & relax outdoor black  

 
colors & materials
* Add the color/material code you require to the main part number or check our 

price list for a total part number overview.

Check www.jaccomaris.com for the latest colors, materials and details or scan 

the QR code. 

JX.RELAX.FL.* JX.60.FL.* JX.110.FL.*
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JX.RELAX.FL.SA 
jaxx relax floor lamp outdoor sand
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 www.jaccomaris.com 
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Colors and materials as shown on the images may slightly differ from reality. 
Any typing errors in the text and interim changes to the collections or specifications are all subject to change.
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jaxx
colors and materials

floor lamp 

LA latte powder 
coated

BL black powder 
coated

MR marone 
powder coated

SA sand powder 
coated

TG tarpaulin grey 
powder coated

VG verdi grey
powder coated
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